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Abstract
A surgical simulator has been developed for the
purpose of training otologists in cochlear
implantation. The simulation provides real-time visual
and haptic feedback during implant insertion into the
human Scala Tympani (ST). The benefits and possible
outcomes for this type of simulator are presented.
Methods for model generation are discussed, for
anatomical and prosthetic structures used in the
simulation. Development of the interactive model with
force-feedback is presented, with results.

1. Introduction
A clinically valid surgical simulator is being
developed to supplement current methods for training
otologists to perform cochlear implant (CI) insertion.
The proposed system will provide a safe, cost-effective
training environment in which the patient is not at risk.
Patient-specific models will allow for individual
variances in cochlear morphology, proving beneficial
for pre- and post- operative planning. The system will
offer quantitative evaluation of forces during CI
insertion into the ST, real-time electrode array
location, insertion depth measurements and trauma
analysis. Information of this type will assist in surgeon
technique, force administration during implantation
and assist in electrode array design improvements.

2. Model of the Cochlear
In this work, a first approximation of the cochlear
is derived from CT. ANALYZE (AnalyzeDirect)
[1] and the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) with Python
are used for semi-automatic extraction of the cochlear.
The VRML surface description is rendered with
Reachin API (Reachin Technologies AB). The
model contains a single inner chamber of the cochlear
spiral.

A second, final model is derived from measured
data [2-5] to form a parametric, reproducible model of
the ST. In this model, the ST is separate from the Scala
Vestibuli (SV) cavity (as desired for CI insertion).
Measurements used to form the model include height
and width of ST cross-sections, cochlear length, radial
displacement about the modiolar axis, ST height
variation from base to apex and intra-cochlear tilt.
Parameters required for patient-specific model recreation include height and width data of the first ST
cross-section, and cochlear length. Three-dimensional
surfaces for the ST (Fig. 1), BM, Contour array and
stylet
are
created
using
ANSYS
(Leap
Australia).

Fig. 1. Model of the ST generated in ANSYS

3. Simulator Development
3.1. Method
Reachin API is used for simulator development. It
enables both visual and haptic rendering of a scene,
with update rates of 30Hz for the scene-graph
(graphics) loop and 1000Hz for the real-time (haptic)
loop. VRML surface descriptions produced using
ANSYS were scaled and visually rendered in the
Reachin API, in the one scene-graph. Surface
properties were added to the anatomical structures
using SimpleSurface nodes, to provide haptic feedback
between device tip and model. System features were
programmed using VRML, Python and C++.
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3.2. System Features

4. Conclusions and Future Work

Following preliminary object visualisation, the
second phase in simulator development was to make
the simulation more dynamic. Python script was
written to enable user-induced changes in object
orientation and translation, as well as contour and
stylet mobility about the scene. By pressing/releasing
the haptic device button, the array and accompanying
stylet could be moved precisely about the screen, with
correct orientation and final placement.
A variety of tools was created, including Jeweller’s
Forceps, to interact with the virtual objects. Tool
selection is via the keyboard as well as the haptic
device button, but keyboard functionality may be
replaced with button selection at the Graphical User
Interface (GUI), using the haptics device tip.
Stylet withdrawal has been realised using both a
right-angled hook through interaction with the stylet
loop, and via the keyboard. Both methods allow for
smooth stylet removal. With the hook selected, the
ForceTorqueGroup node is used to facilitate stylet
withdrawal. Scene magnification allows the practising
surgeon to zoom in on the small cochlear structure, at
selectable levels of magnification.
Collision detection and response between the array
tip and ST has been implemented; full-body collision
is work in progress. The Reachin API custom
CollidingController node has been adapted to provide
this functionality, yet there are instabilities (maximum
force exertion, 8.5N, is exceeded) during collisions
when object scale is significantly small (< 0.02 m).
Haptic device tip position and force outputs during
collisions are shown on the GUI (refer Fig. 2). Surface
properties of the ST and BM require further
investigation, in order to provide the user with realistic
force scaling and reflection. Currently the
SimpleSurface node is utilised.

In this work, we have designed and implemented a
simulator that provides visual and haptic feedback
during CI insertion into the ST. The simulation uses an
anatomically accurate model of the ST, derived from
measured data [2-5], and uses the Contour array for
implantation. ST and BM models are parametric and
may be easily reproduced for patient-specific data.
Outcomes of this work include manipulation of the
virtual anatomy and electrode array using the haptic
device interface, as well as force reflection provided
through the device itself and quantified at the GUI.
Specifically, stylet withdrawal and electrode array
advancement into the ST with haptic feedback have
been implemented.
The current simulator provides collision detection
and response for only the tip of the array; and not the
entire carrier. Future system design will include array
curling during stylet withdrawal, with restoration
forces exerted onto the ST walls. System validation by
subjective analysis and experimentation (force
measurement) is also needed. The final result will
afford otologists with virtual training in CI insertion.
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Fig. 2. Current GUI for CI simulator; model
includes ST, BM, Contour array and stylet
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